
How do you find the job you want 
during a worldwide recession? 

. . . We have the answers! 
 
 

It may be a down economy, but make no mistake, jobs EXIST.  You just need to search 
and network wider than before to uncover the good opportunities.  
 
Use the Internet tools that make it easy—most are free!  But you don’t have enough time to visit the 
tens of thousands of job/resume boards, career networking sites, etc., that exist.  And you can waste a 
lot of time unknowingly on the wrong ones, and—more importantly—not using them correctly. 
 
You need Advanced Online Job-Hunting Techniques! 
 
It’s taught by the same Internet employment guru who has taught all the latest, powerful, proven 
methods used by top recruiters worldwide to find workers of any type, in any location since 1997.  You 
can now harness those powerful methods for job-hunting.  And you’ll get insights from him on how 
today’s employers and recruiters find candidates, so you know how to best position yourself to be selected for call back! 
 
We’ve taught recruiters at Fortune 500 firms such as American Express and CNF Inc., dozens of leading area staffing 
agencies from temp firms to executive recruiters, and hundreds of small- to medium-sized employers in various 
industries, and are Internet recruiting certification instructors for professional associations including NEHRA, IHRCA, 
Boston Recruiters Group, MAPS, Jobfind.com, and many more. 
 

Here’s what some of the job-seekers say:  Here’s what some of the recruiters say:  
 
"These are really great resources.  I was spinning 
my wheels with what I thought I knew.  I never 
knew you could use the Internet this way."  

-- Allen D., contract programmer seeking full-time work  
 
"Thanks for the terrific tips! What an amazing list 
you have compiled. I can't tell you how much we 
really appreciate your help. It seems like he has 
been looking for a job for months (really just 2 
weeks) and everything he does to get his resume 
out there is so cumbersome that when we really 
stop and think, he really hasn't applied to many 
places. This will really help get him going and it is 
something that I can help him do (finally!!). Thanks 
again, we both really appreciate it." 

-- Teresa W., spouse of job-seeker 
 
"[You] shared a list of recruiters with me...I 
[wanted to] contact you with thanks and I will be 
sure to mention you..It will also be my pleasure to 
[recommend your services]."  

-- George A., laid-off salesperson  
 
"Thanks again for the good information."  

-- Tim G., laid-off newspaper company executive  

 
"I have looked into many Internet recruiting seminars.  This 
program was well worth the money!" 

--Julie Broussard, Recruiter, Unifirst Corp. 
 

"Very informative; great resource for any recruiter." 
--Pearl Freier, Contract Recruiter, Millenium Pharmaceuticals  

 
“The course binder alone is worth at least $100.  The course can 
stop you from searching the wrong way online and save you a 
lot of time.  It's really helpful!” 

-- Steve Reynolds, Founder 
Professional Resources, Inc., Boston, MA 

 
“I have just finished the online-recruiting course. I found it to be 
very helpful and there are a lot of techniques and resources I am 
going to put to use." 

-- Myra Diaz, Contract Recruiter, Thornton, CO 
 
“I've gone through the [course] material. I must say the 
information is extremely insightful and powe rful.” 

-- Sharon Goldson, Virtual Recruiter 
 
“The Recruiting-Online.com web-based course fit the bill 
perfectly:  it was inexpensive, and convenient... It has opened up 
all kinds of new avenues to PLX for sourcing relevant candidates!  
Recruiting-Online.com is highly recommended...” 

-- Richard Regnell, Recruiter, PLX Technology, Sunnyvale, CA 
 

You can benefit from one-on-one, hands-on consultations with Glenn Gutmacher for as little 
as $75/hour!  For details, questions or to reserve a session time, visit 

www.recruiting-online.com/counseling.html or call 508-930-9391. 

 

applied to JobSearch!

Glenn Gutmacher 
Founder/President

http://www.recruiting-online.com/counseling.html

